RNAi, inhibition of gene expression by double stranded RNA molecules, has rapidly become a powerful laboratory technique to study gene function. The effectiveness of the procedure raised the question of whether this laboratory technique may actually mimic a natural cellular control mechanism that works on similar principles. Indeed recent evidence is accumulating to suggest that RNAi is a natural control mechanism that might even serve as a primitive immune response against RNA viruses and retroposons. Three different interference scenarios seem to be utilized by various RNAi mechanisms. One of the mechanisms involves degradation of mRNA molecules. Here we suggest a method to systematically scan entire genomes simultaneously for RNAi elements and the presence of cellular genes that are degraded by these RNAi elements via exact short base-pair matching. The method is based on scanning the genomes using a suffix tree data structure that was specifically modified to identify sets of combinations of repeated and inverted repeated sequences of 20 bp or more. Initial scan suggest that a large number, about 7% of C.elegans and 3% of C.briggsae genes, have the potential to be subject to natural RNAi control. Two methods are proposed to further analyze these genes to select the cases that are more likely to be actual cases of RNAi control. One method involves looking for ESTs that can provide direct evidence that RNAi control element are indeed expressed. The other method looks for synteny between C.elegans and C.briggsae assuming that genes that might be under RNAi control in both organisms are more likely to be biological significant. Taken together, supportive evidence was found for about 70 genes to be under RNAi control. Among these genes are: transposase, hormone receptors, homeobox proteins, defensin, actins, and several types of collagens. While our method is not capable of detecting all cases of natural RNAi control, it points to a large number of potential cases that can be further verified by experimental work.
INTRODUCTION
A lot of attention was drawn recently to RNA molecules that have the ability to control expression of genes. Recently, the journal Science (Couzin, 2002) awarded these molecules as the 'Molecule of the Year' for the year 2002. The phenomenon, known as RNAi, (RNA interference) was first discovered (Fire et al., 1998) in C.elegans, where it was shown that introducing double stranded RNA (dsRNA) molecules can interfere with specific mRNA (the messenger RNA molecules that carry the template for protein production) that contain homologous sequence and thus block the expression of the corresponding gene. Here we suggest a computational method to detect such potential RNAi control elements and the genes controlled by them.
The ability to inhibit the expression of any particular gene, simply by introducing a short RNAi molecule, greatly facilitates studies of gene function in adult tissues. Indeed admisitration of synthetic RNAi to mammalian cells caused the specific degradation of the specific mRNAs (Elbashir et al., 2001) . Unlike knock-out experiments, where a missing gene is taken out of the genome and can not function in critical developmental stages of the organism, a gene under RNAi control can be shut off at will, especially if the system to synthesize dsRNA is under inducible promoter. In many organisms, RNAi became the method of choice for massive genome analysis. These experiments are especially convenient in C.elegans where the worms can be fed with bacteria engineered to silence the gene of interest (Maeda et al., 2001) . RNAi was also shown to be useful tool in studying genes in plants (Wesley et al., 2001) and even in the protozoan trypanosomes, a parasite that causes sleeping sickness (Shi et al., 2000) .
As a laboratory technique to shut down gene expression, the dsRNA can be introduced directly to cells as a synthetic molecule or the dsRNA can be synthesized in vivo to form a stem-loop RNA or hairpin loop (hpRNA). In both cases, the dsRNA domain is cleaved to shorter fragments of about 20-25 nts (nucleotides) known as siRNA by an RNaseIII-type enzyme known as Dicer. After cleavage by Dicer, siRNAs join a multicomponent nuclase complex, termed RISC (RNA Induced Silencing Complex) that is competent for triggering degradation of the target mRNA. Recent studies suggest that the initial dsRNA information is amplified by the action of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. The availability of this complex cellular machinery to handle dsRNA as a control molecule made it clear that the laboratory technique of RNAi is using a natural cellular mechanism. Indeed, all eukaryotes carry gene-silencing mechanisms that have dual cellular functions. RNAi serves as a defense systems against invasion either by nucleic acids such as aberrant transcript derived from mobile genetic elements or viruses. For example, most plant viruses are degraded by this mechanism known also as post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) and many plant viruses even developed proteins that are able to interfere and inactivate this silencing. In plants these silencing mechanism can also operate during overproduction of a transgene that may result in accumulation of aberrant RNA, a phenomenon known for years as co-suppression. In mammalian cells the introduction of dsRNA longer than 30 nts causes apoptotic response, the so called interferon response that is initiated by the dsRNA-dependent kinase (PKR). This is why, in order to circumvent this general response elicited by long dsRNA, the use of RNAi as mean to silence specific genes in mammalian cells was based on introduction of only short synthetic siRNA molecules or expression of a very short hairpin RNA precursor structure.
At least three independent pathways are related to RNAi in eukaryotes (for recent reviews see (Eddy, 2001; Hannon, 2002) ). One that elicits specific degradation of mRNA as discussed above, a second one that inhibits the translation of mRNAs, the third involved chromatin silencing directed by siRNAs. Dicer is known to be involved in all these different pathways. Indeed, mutations in Dicer caused pleotropic developmental abnormalities in Arabidopsis (Hannon, 2002) . These effects were later implicated to be the result of the inability to process small RNAs known as miRNA from their precursor RNA (usually a tiny hairpin RNA). The miRNAs act via binding to the 3 untransalted regions of mRNA, and by yet unknown mechanism inhibits translation. While the miRNA-target mRNA interaction can tolerate mismatches, the degradation by siRNA requires perfect (or almost perfect) base-pair matching.
Interestingly, whereas we hear more and more on the widespread presence of miRNA in human, plant, drosophila and nematodes and their inhibition effect on translation to regulate gene expression (Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2001; Lee and Ambros, 2001) . little is known about the presence of natural regulatory siRNA that can elicit degradation of a particular mRNA. Interestingly, there is growing evidence for the expression of anti-sense RNA that can potentially form dsRNA in vivo and elicit the degradation of mRNA in a regulated manner. To date there is no single candidate of a control RNA that leads to mRNA degradation. However, evidence suggests that such control RNA should exist. For instance, C.elegans mutants defective in the mRNA degradation induced by RNAi prevent mobilization of the endogenous transposons, suggesting that one of the RNAi function is in transposon silencing (Tabara et al., 1999) . Indeed, studies in trypansomes suggest that in trypanosomes, the housekeeping function of RNAi involves the silencing of transposition (Djikeng et al., 2001) . Thus, regulation by RNA control elements is much more common than was previously believed and there are apparently many more families of such elements to be discovered in genomic data. Identification of additional RNA control elements is a major bioinformatic challenge.
Based on what is known about the mechanism of siRNA to elicit the degradation of target mRNA both from in vivo and in vitro systems, a general scenario emerges: For a gene that is under RNAi degradation control, in addition to the coding information, a control element is expected to appear elsewhere in the genome. This control element may fold into a stem-loop-stem structure that will be cleaved by Dicer to yield siRNA molecules that can potentially degrade the target mRNA. A schematic view of the process is presented in Figure 1 .
Our method is based on the assumption that for an RNAi control mechanism, a triple repeat is necessary: Two occurrences form the stem, and must appear relatively close to each other and as an inverted repeat in head to head orientation. An additional occurrence, that can be anywhere in the genome, is part of the target gene. As mentioned in (Lau et al., 2001) for miRNA, the complementary fragment of the RNA can come from both arms (5 and 3 ) of the control element (with preference to the 3 ), thus we allow each arm in the inverted repeat to complement the coding gene. Detection of such 'triplets' is expected to be a good first screen for genes that may be regulated by an RNAi-like process. Note that unlike the situation in the inhibition pathway, where the dsRNA and its target are not fully matched, RNAi activity by degradation requires 100% (or close to 100%) match between the dsRNA of size 20-25 derived from the stem and its target gene.
A straight forward search for such triple repeats would take time proportional to (N L + N S) where N is the ii74 Fig. 1 . A possible mechanism of RNAi action: (1) According to this scenario, the genome should contain three occurrences of the same sequence of size at least 20 nucleotides: Two occurrences (left) should form an inverted repeat of palindromic DNA with a gap between them, which can form a SLS (Stem-Loop-Stem) structure. The third occurrence of the sequence should be inside a gene, either in its coding region, or in its 5 or 3 UTR control regions. (2) The SLS structure would be transcribed and form an RNA structure. The stem of the RNA structure is cut (for example by Dicer, a ribonuclease III protein) to form a double strand RNA species. (3) The double strand RNA homes in on its target, the mRNA of the target gene that includes the third occurrence of the repeat sequence, and degrade it before its translation to a protein.
size of the genome (in nucleotides), L is the maximal size of the loop allowed between the two fragments of the palindromic repeat and S is the approximate number of inverted repeats with a gap shorter than L. This time analysis is based on finding palindromic repeats which takes time proportional to N L, using every point on the genome as a possible center and searching outward for half L nucleotides to form a palindromic match. Then, each match must be scanned against the genome to find the third repeat. For C.elegans, N is 10 8 , L is set to 1000nt, and S is about 10 5 , an overall time of about 10 13 steps. Such a search would take a long time (on the order of few weeks of CPU time). Clearly, extending the search to larger genomes like human or mouse is not feasible.
To significantly speed up the process we propose to use a data structure of suffix tree (Weiner, 1973; McCreight, 1976) . A suffix tree is a data structure that enables various string searches over text in linear time. In this structure all the suffixes of the text are stored in the tree in an overlapping manner that enables efficient search operations. Originally, the data structure was designed to answer questions of finding an occurrence of a short string in a large text. But actually many more string matching questions can be efficiently handled by using suffix trees. In particular, it can enable the identification, in linear time, of the repeat structure that we are looking for, i.e. all the fragments of size longer than 20 nt that appear at least three times. However, various modifications are needed in order to use a suffix tree for the problem at hand. A description of the suffix tree data structure, and the modifications included in our implementation, is given in the Methods section.
Repeats and inverted repeats are common in genomic data (see for example Heringa, 1998) . Thus, it is clear that not in every case where this specific type of repeat occur it points to an actual case of RNAi control. In order to focus on data that have a higher probability to lead us to cases of biological significance, another source of information is needed to support the existence of RNA control elements for some of these cases. We explored using two types of data, one is using ESTs and the other is using synteny between C.elegans and C.briggsae.
ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags) are small fragments of DNA sequence (usually 200 to 500 nucleotides long) that are generated by sequencing either one or both ends of an expressed gene. For our purposes, a database of ESTs can be considered as a collection of fragments of genes. The collection is redundant, since one gene can be the source of more than one EST, and is not complete, since not every gene is expressed when the collection is made. EST collections are designed to contain mRNA sequences that lead to proteins, since they are produced by reverse transcription of mRNA which contain poly-adenine tract that are mainly found in 3 UTR of coding genes. Still, EST collections are known to include additional types of sequences like precursor mRNA that contain introns, and also occasionally tRNA and other types of RNA. Thus, for our application, EST collections are useful as they may include at least some of the RNA control elements that we wish to find.
We also look for supportive evidence by looking for 'synteny' between C.elegans and C.briggsae genes that might be under RNAi control. Since the two nematodes are closely related, it makes sense to suggest that there is a significant overlap between the sets of genes that might be under RNAi control in both organisms. Note that we are not looking for conservation of the RNAi elements themselves. Rather, we suspect that in many cases, if a gene is under RNAi control in one organism, its ortholoug gene will be under RNAi control in the other. Thus, we searched for genes in C.briggsae that have the potential to be under RNAi control, and compared them with the C.elegans results.
The current study is based on the genome of C.elegans, a small worm (about 2mm long) whose genome was one of the first to be sequenced (Blaxter, 1998) . The genetics of this organism is known to outstanding detail as a result of a collaborative international effort that was rewarded by the Nobel prize for 2002 to Brenner, Horvitz and Sulston. The genome of C.elegans has about 10 8 nucleotides (100 MB) divided into 6 chromosomes, and about 20 000 genes. We have chosen C.elegans because of the wealth of the genomic data that will help us to determine gene location, exon/intron locations etc. An additional important reason for choosing C.elegans is the fact that in laboratory experiments, RNAi is extremely effective. Almost every gene of the organism has been shut down in a large scale RNAi experiment (Maeda et al., 2001) . This might suggest that natural RNAi-like processes are common in C.elegans. As mentioned above, the ability to compare results between C.elegans and C.briggsae, another worm whose genome has been recently sequenced (Mullikin and Ning, 2003) is also a useful feature.
METHODS
A suffix tree is a data structure that allows for efficient storage and retrieval of substrings of a text that is presented as one long string. The definition of a suffix tree starts with the definition of a trie. A trie is a tree-like data structure for storing strings in which there is one node for every common prefix. The strings are stored in extra leaf nodes. A suffix tree is a compact representation of a trie corresponding to the suffixes of a given string where all nodes with one child are merged with their parents. See Figure 2a and 2b for an example of a suffix trie and suffix tree representation of a string.
The strength of this ingenious data structure comes from the surprising fact the tree can be built in linear time (Weiner, 1973; McCreight, 1976) . While linear time suffix tree algorithms have been known for a long time, they have not been used frequently in biological applications. Although the awareness to the effectiveness of suffix tree ii76 data structures for applications in computational biology is growing (see many examples in the comprehensive book of Gusfield, 1997) , a search in PubMed (June 2003) revealed only 11 related publications. (Clearly PubMed is not the only source for published papers in related areas). The reasons for that anomaly are probably threefold: Suffix trees are not easy to implement especially if the data one wants to extract from these trees are not standard; they require keeping large data-structures in memory; and more fundamentally, suffix trees, in a straightforward application, are useful only for exact matching. Fortunately, our application requires an exact, or almost exact match of the sequence of the control element to that of its target. Thus, the use of a suffix tree, with the required modifications, was very suitable for our purpose.
One preliminary problem that we had to solve is that regular suffix trees can handle regular repeats while we wish to identify a pair of the occurrences that appear as a palindromic repeat plus an additional occurrence. This problem was solved using a simple modification of the suffix tree. The entire genome was reversed and complemented and then concatenated to the original sequence. In the 'combined' genome, an inverted repeat will appear as a regular repeat, provided that one occurrence of the repeat is from the first half of the sequence, and the other repeat from in the second half. In addition, we have to check that the original indices of these repeats are close to each other such that they can form the SLS structure.
In order to use the tree to find all of the triple occurrences of sequences above a certain length, we had to preprocess the information stored in the tree in a specific order. A 'pre-order' (all parents are visited before their sons) scan was needed to calculate the length of each fragment (Fig. 2c) . Then, a 'post-order' scan (all sons are visited before their parents) was used to calculate the number of repeats of each subsequence (Fig. 2d) . Combining the information from these two scans it was possible to calculate the indices of each subsequence stored in the tree. With this information, it was then possible to calculate the indices of each repeat that fits the minimal size occurrence and appear at least three times where two of the occurrences appear as an inverted repeat with a distance between them of less than a threshold value. Note that all of these scans are done in linear time.
Note that in some cases, more than one repeat or more than one target share the same sequence. Thus, we split the set of repeats, if needed, such that each set will contain a unique target.
It is important to note that by definition a repeat of length N includes two overlapping repeats of length N − 1, three overlapping repeats of length N − 2, etc. And indeed the suffix tree will report on all of these redundant cases. Thus, we need to get rid of all of this redundant information. This was done by sorting the repeats by length, and then using them to 'cover' a Boolean array of the size of the genome. A repeat was considered only if it covered a range of the array that was not covered before. This method clearly eliminated the redundant sub-copies of each repeat.
The next point to consider is that some repeats may participate in more than one control element-target combination. Thus, we had to decide in which order to resolve these conflicts. We have chosen the simple greedy criterion that prefers the combination that covers the greatest part of the genome area. Thus, the algorithm will prefer, for example, a combination of 4 repeats of length 20 bp each over a combination that has three repeats of length 25 bp each. Again the Boolean array that shadows the genome was used to implement this preference.
After generating a genomic set of candidate sets by the suffix tree, the next step was to examine individually each triplet to determine the exact boundary of the SLS structure. This step is needed since the suffix tree match is based on exact matches, but it is clear that a small number of mismatches (either as a result of sequencing errors or because stems and target sequence do not require 100% matches) could be tolerated as part of a natural RNAi. Thus, we performed an 'edit distance' alignment to extend the stems and determine their exact boundaries.
The next step was to scan the triplets against a database of EST entries. The purpose here was to look for supporting evidence that the SLS elements are truly expressed in the genome. Clearly, ESTs that are fully mapped to coding regions, i.e. exons, should be screened out since these will show up in the EST collection by virtue of the mRNA derived from the coding regions and can not provide support to the existence of transcribed control element. Since EST sequences are often short, they may not contain the entire SLS sequence but only part of their sequence. It was therefore important to decide which part of the SLS structure to search for in the EST collection. It is clear that the stem part is not useful because these sequences appear in the EST collection as part of the target sequence which is, by definition, an expressed coding gene. Similarly, taking a fragment only from the loop part is not relevant because loops are not part of the repeat and thus may be not related at all to the target gene. Thus, we searched for fragments that cover the boundary regions between the stem and the loop regions. We chose 60 nucleotides, 30 from the stem side and 30 from the loop. If the loop was not too short, then we had two fragments to consider: the left and right stemloop junctions. The search was done by mega-Blast (http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/megablast.html) to rapidly determine which triplets that appear in the genome might also appear in the EST data.
Note that control elements might exist and function even if they do not show up in the EST collection, since the EST collection is produced in a manner designed to ii77 find specifically mRNA sequences (i.e. those leading to proteins) and not other types of RNA sequences. Thus, as an alternative procedure to find supportive data for genes that might be under RNAi control, we made a parallel search for such genes in C.briggsae. The genome of C.briggsae became available recently (Mullikin and Ning, 2003) . The genome contains 102M bp in 142 pieces. The genome contains about 14 000 genes. Assuming that the pieces are large enough such that most likely SLS structures reside are not broken into two pieces, we concatenated the pieces to form a 'complete' genome and used the same procedure as in the C.elegans. Note that since the SLS structure is local, and the target gene can be anywhere in the genome, we can ignore the 'correct' order of the genome which is still not available and get away with arbitrary ordering.
The final step involved manual inspection of promising examples, as determined by the annotation of the target gene, to confirm that it is a plausible case of RNAi control.
RESULTS
A suffix tree was built to represent the sequence of the C.elegans genome. In order to search for the palindromic repeats, the sequence was duplicated by adding an inverted and complementary copy of the genome. We then ran the suffix tree algorithm on this sequence database. First, we noticed that the genome contains more pairwise repeats than pairwise inverted palindromic repeats, for example there are about three times more repeats of size 50nt than inverted repeat. In length 100 the ratio grows to about 5. We then ran the suffix tree algorithm to detect the triplets of SLS plus the third occurrence in a target gene. The length of the repeats was set to at least 20 nts, and the size of the maximal gap that forms the loop in the SLS was set to 1000nt. We noticed an unusual distribution of the targets in the C.elegans genome. Table 1 compares the proportions of the genome devoted to exons, introns, and UTR (UnTranslated Regions) with the distributions of RNAi targets in these regions. It is clear that targets are over-represented in introns and in the UTR of genes. While the over-representation in the UTR regions is expected in light of recent studies (e.g. Lee and Ambros, 2001 ) that show a preponderance of RNA control elements (miRNA) to target these regions, the over-representation in the intron regions is intriguing and so far not explained. Anyhow, since we are looking for RNAi activity by mRNA degradation, we focus here on the cases where the targets were found within exons.
The first scan using the suffix tree revealed 10 350 possible candidate triplets. These triplets were then analyzed by a dynamic programming algorithm to determine the exact boundaries of the stem and the loop. In most cases multiple SLS structures target the same gene, either be- cause the same SLS structure appear multiple times or because different regions of the same gene are targeted.
When eliminating this multiple counting we found that 1453 of C.elegans genes are potentially targeted by SLS structures. This is about 7% of the 20 000 of the total number of genes in C.elegans.
The SLS sequences where compared with the sequence of known miRNA in C.elegans and no significant hits were found. It is of interest to note however, that similar to the situation in miRNA (Lau et al., 2001) , in a significant majority (71%) of the cases, the part that matches the target come from the 3 arm of the SLS structure.
C.elegans has about 190 000 EST sequences. Out of these sequences, about 160 000 sequences were clearly mapped using mega-Blast to coding exons. Using the remaining EST sequences we found that for about 100 target genes there are ESTs that might have originated in the corresponding SLS structures. These hundred cases were then analyzed manually, using visual tools provided in the wormbase site (http://www.wormbase.org) to make sure that the entire scenario is correct, i.e. that the cases are not redundant, that indeed the SLS matches both the target and the EST, that the relevant EST is not related to any coding region, etc. At the end we were left with about 20 cases for which RNAi seems to be a relevant control mechanism. Out of the 20 cases, only one is a gene with a known function, transposes. All the other cases are of genes with unknown function. Figure 3 shows two examples of SLS structures found in the search.
The other approach to support the existence of RNAi controlled genes was by comparing the results with a similar scan of C.briggsae. Out of the 14 000 genes tentatively identified in C.briggsae, we have found that 376 (2.6%) can be potentially targeted by SLS structures. Intersecting the two lists of genes, we have found about 50 pairs of orthologous genes that may be under RNAi control in both worms. Among the genes that were identified in this way we found hormone receptors, homeobox proteins, defensin, actins, and several types of collagens. 
DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that RNA control elements that fit the scenario of mRNA degradation exist in the genome of C.elegans. We have identified about 70 genes (out of a total of about 20 000 in the C.elegans genome) which may be controlled by RNA molecules. Interestingly, one of the genes that emerged from the search is a transposase. Transposase is an enzyme that binds to single-stranded DNA and recognizes the repetitive ends of a transposon and participates in the cleavage of the recipient site into which the new transposon copy inserts. Although it was suggested that this gene is regulated by RNAi (Tabara et al., 1999; Djikeng et al., 2001) , there was no evidence for how RNAi control element to this gene is produced in vivo. Our computational method points to a regulatory RNA element in the genome that has the potential for producing SLS to silence this gene. Moreover it suggests that this computational method can unravel novel RNAi targets that their biological role has to be tested experimentally. Several other of the genes that we have found might indeed be controlled by RNAi, notably hormone receptors and homeobox genes. Even collagen, which is usually considered to be only a 'structural' gene, was shown to be controlled during development processes (Johnstone, 2000) .
Another interesting observation made in this study is the over-representation of possible target regions in introns, an observation that we are currently attempting to understand in terms of its evolutionary and functional significance. However, it should be noted that RNAi does not operate to silence pre-mRNA (i.e. mRNA that contains introns), as it was not possible to silence genes present in a polycistronic transcript. However, silencing of intronic sequences may take place in the nucleus and may be an efficient system to degrade transcripts that carry fortuitous introns and that would not be spliced and accumulate in the nucleus. Based on this finding one might speculate that additional, yet unknown, mechanism of RNAi control might exist.
We describe here a procedure that enables the scanning of entire genomes for potential RNA control elements. The main element of the procedure is the use of a suffix tree to locate triple repeats, including one set of nearby palindromic repeat. Palindromic repeats were located by duplicating the genome and concatenating it to an inverted and complementary copy of the genome sequence. Even with the duplication, the entire genome of C.elegans (of 100 Mb) can be scanned in about 4 h on a single processor. This performance and the fact that the dependence of the size of the genome is linear, suggest that running similar procedures on the larger mammalian genomes, which are one order of magnitude larger, should be possible. On the other hand, memory issues will have to be addressed, since the current application required a very large memory of about 12 GB. We are currently exploring ways to get an implementation that will be more memory efficient, as well as looking into algorithms that consider efficient implementation of suffix trees using external swap space.
Overall, our conclusion is that suffix trees are highly suitable tools for locating RNA control elements especially for case where RNAi works via mRNA degradation, since the level of complementarity between RNAi and their targets is very high (Elbashir et al., 2001) , and thus methods based on exact matches like suffix trees are appropriate.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the fact that suffix trees only consider 100% exact matches is a limitation (for example it is likely that a small number of G-U pairs can be tolerated), and thus we have begun to explore ways to build suffix trees that are able to accommodate a small number of mismatches. We recently presented (Amir et al., 2000) a suffix tree variant that enables identification of repeats despite a single mismatch. The data structure presented in this paper enables to answer only simple inquiries regarding repeats. We are currently attempting to modify the data structure such that it can be used to identify more complicated combinations of repeats then those described here. It is clear to us that even within the scenario of RNAi activity by mRNA degradation, the method presented here can not detect all molecules involved, and that not all of the molecules that we have identified will turn out to be regulated by RNAi control. Yet, we believe that the current work is a significant step forward.
As we gain a greater understanding of the actual molecular mechanisms of RNA regulation operative in the cell, our search criteria may need to be modified. Nevertheless, we believe that the principles presented here will be applicable in a large number of scenarios.
The function of RNA molecules in controlling gene expression and other critical cellular processes is being gradually unveiled. The ultimate proof for RNA regulation in each example we identify depends on experimental work, and indeed, the candidate cases presented here are being studied experimentally. It is clear that a large contribution to this field will come from bioinformatic studies on the genomic level. We hope that the methods presented here will facilitate further work in this direction.
